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1 IntroductionConsider a robot which is navigating in a space modeled by a graph, and which wants to knowits current location. It can send a signal to �nd out how far it is from a set of �xed landmarks.We study the problem of computing the minimum number of landmarks required, and where theyshould be placed, such that the robot can always determine its location. The set of nodes wherethe landmarks are placed is called a metric basis of the graph, and the number of landmarks iscalled the metric dimension of the graph.We associate \coordinates" with each node based on the distances from the node to the land-marks. Our goal is to pick just enough landmarks so that each node has a unique tuple of coordi-nates. For example, in Euclidean d-space, it is easy to show that any set of d+ 1 points in generalposition constitutes a metric basis.Let G = (V;E) be a connected, undirected graph. A \coordinate system" on G is de�ned asfollows. We pick a set of nodes as the metric basis; each node in the basis corresponds to a landmark.For each landmark, the coordinate of each node v 2 V in the corresponding \dimension" is equalto the length of a shortest path from the landmark to v. Thus for a metric basis, each node has avector of coordinates, a tuple of non-negative integers specifying the distances to that node fromthe nodes in the basis.De�nition 1 The metric dimension of the graph G is denoted by �(G).For example, a path has metric dimension 1, a cycle has metric dimension 2, and a completegraph on n nodes has metric dimension n� 1.We �rst note a simple property of shortest paths on graphs.Proposition 1.1 Let G = (V;E) be an arbitrary graph. Let u; v and w be nodes of G and letfu; vg 2 E. Let d be the length of a shortest path from u to w in G. Then the length of a shortestpath from v to w is one of fd� 1; d; d+ 1g.Related Work: The problem of �nding the metric dimension of a graph was �rst studied byHarary and Melter [2]. They gave a characterization for the metric dimension of trees; their proof,however, has an error (more speci�cally, their proof of Lemma 1 has an error). We give a similarcharacterization for the metric dimension of trees, and we also give a characterization for the metricdimension of d-dimensional grid graphs. We then consider graphs having small metric dimension,and show that a graph has metric dimension 1 i� it is a path.Garey and Johnson (unpublished result, cited in [1]) proved that the problem of �nding themetric dimension of a general graph is NP-complete by a reduction from 3-dimensional matching.For completeness, we provide in the appendix a reduction from 3-SAT. By providing an approxi-mation preserving reduction to the set cover problem, we then show that the metric dimension ofa graph can be approximated in polynomial time within a factor of O(logn).2 The metric dimensions of special graphs2.1 TreesIn this section, we study the problem of computing the metric dimension of trees. We show thatthis problem can be solved e�ciently in linear time. Let T = (V;E) be an arbitrary tree on n1



nodes. We will assume that T is not just a path; we will show later that the metric dimension of apath is 1.De�nition 2 For each node v 2 V of a tree T = (V;E), the number of legs at v, denoted by `v, isthe number of components which are paths, created by the removal of v from T . A single isolatednode is also considered to be a path. uFigure 1: Example of a node with 4 legs.For example, in Fig. 1, node u has 4 legs.We now prove that the metric dimension of T , �(T ), is exactlyXv2V :`v>1 `v � 1:The characterization obtained by Harary and Melter [2] is essentially the same, with a di�erentproof.We �rst obtain a lower bound on �(T ).Lemma 2.1 Let T = (V;E) be a tree which is not a path. Then�(T ) � Xv2V :`v>1 `v � 1:Proof. Consider any node v with `v > 1. Observe that for any metric basis all but (at most) oneof v's legs must have a landmark; otherwise the neighbors of v in those legs without landmarkshave the same coordinates, making the con�guration invalid. Therefore at least `v � 1 landmarksmust be placed on the legs of v. If T is not a path, the legs corresponding to di�erent nodes (withat least two legs) are disjoint. Therefore the number of landmarks in any metric basis is at leastthe sum stated above.We now obtain an upper bound on �(T ) constructively.Algorithm to place landmarks on a tree1. Compute `v for each node v.2. Each node v with `v > 1 is allocated `v � 1 landmarks. These landmarks are placed on allbut one of the leaves associated with the legs of v.2



It is easy to implement the above algorithm in linear time using a post-order traversal of the tree.Both steps of the algorithm can be completed in a single traversal of the tree. Also, the algorithmclearly uses the minimum number of landmarks necessary (as shown in Lemma 2.1). We now showthat the algorithm generates a metric basis.Lemma 2.2 Let T be rooted arbitrarily. Any node v of degree greater than 2 has a descendantlandmark.Proof. Let w be a deepest node in the subtree of v whose degree is greater than 2 (w may be thesame as v). Then w has at least two legs (in the subtree of v) and at least one landmark is placedin the subtree of v.Lemma 2.3 The above algorithm produces a valid con�guration of landmarks for a given tree T(which is not a path) and uses Pq2V (`q � 1) landmarks, where the sum is taken over those nodeswith `q > 1.Proof. Root the tree T at an arbitrary leaf r that has a landmark. We will show that for any pairof nodes u and v, there exists a landmark that distinguishes these two nodes.Case 1 { u and v are at di�erent distances from r: The landmark at r distinguishes u from v.Case 2 { u and v are at the same depth and at least one of u or v has a (not necessarily proper)descendant w with degree greater than 2: By Lemma 2.2, w has a descendant landmark and thislandmark distinguishes u from v.Case 3 { u and v are at the same depth and neither has a descendant with degree greater than 2:Case 3a { the path from u to v has only one node of degree greater than 2, namelyw = lca(u; v): In this case, u and v are on di�erent legs of w. Since w has at least two legs,it places landmarks on the leaves of all its legs but one. Hence at least one of these two legsreceives a landmark, which distinguishes u from v.Case 3b { there is a node x di�erent from w = lca(u; v) on the path from u to v andthe degree of x is greater than 2: The node x must have a descendant landmark whichdistinguishes u from v (note that u and v are at the same depth and hence w is equidistantfrom u and v).Theorem 2.4 Let T = (V;E) be a tree which is not a path. Then�(T ) = Xv2V :`v>1 `v � 1:Proof. By Lemma 2.1, this sum is a lower bound on �(T ). Lemma 2.3 shows that the same sumis also an upper bound on �(T ).2.2 Grid graphsWe now study grid graphs formed by integer lattice points in a bounded d-dimensional space. Letus assume that the size of the grid is D1 �D2 � : : :�Dd.Theorem 2.5 The metric dimension of a d-dimensional grid (d � 2) is d.3



Proof. Assume we give each node a position vector which is its location in the integer lattice. Weplace the landmarks at the following positions. The landmark b0 is kept at the origin (0; 0; : : : ; 0).Let Xi be the node for which the ith component of its position vector is Di, with all other compo-nents being 0. The landmark bi; 1 � i � d� 1 is kept at node Xi.We will now show that each node gets a unique coordinate tuple based on its distances from theset of landmarks. Let the distance of node v, with position vector (x1; x2; : : : ; xd), from landmarkbi be di(0 � i � d� 1). We get the following equations:x1 + x2 + : : :+ xd = d0(D1 � x1) + x2 + : : :+ xd = d1x1 + (D2 � x2) + : : :+ xd = d2x1 + x2 : : :+ (Dd�1 � xd�1) + xd = dd�1It is not di�cult to see that solving these equations yields a unique solution for the positionvector of node v. Hence each node has distinct coordinates. We leave it for the reader to see whyd is a lower bound on the metric dimension.3 Graphs with small metric dimensionWe �rst investigate graphs that require only a few landmarks. We show that paths are the onlygraphs with � = 1. We then investigate a few properties of graphs with � = 2.3.1 Graphs with metric dimension 1Graphs that require only a single landmark are clearly simple in nature. We characterize themexactly.Theorem 3.1 A graph G = (V;E) has � = 1 i� G is a path.Proof. We give a proof by contradiction. Let G be a graph with � = 1. Let the landmark nodebe vertex u of G. First observe that the degree of u is 1; otherwise the nodes adjacent to u willhave the same coordinate of 1. Suppose G is not a path. Then it contains a node v whose degreeis at least 3. Let N = fv1; v2; : : : ; vkg be the neighbors of v. Since there is only one landmark,every node has a single coordinate (distance from the landmark). Let d be the coordinate of v.By Proposition 1.1, the coordinates of each of the nodes in N is one of fd� 1; d; d+ 1g. None ofthe nodes in N may be at a distance d from the landmark since the coordinate d is taken by v.Therefore, since jN j � 3, at least two nodes in N have the same coordinate. This is a contradictionbecause we assumed that �(G) = 1.We now show that if G is a path then �(G) = 1. Let a landmark be placed at one of the twoends of the path. It is easily veri�ed that this is a metric basis of the graph.4



3.2 Graphs with metric dimension 2Graphs with � = 2 have a richer structure. We study a few properties of such graphs. We showthat these graphs contain neither K5 nor K3;3 as a subgraph. This might lead one to conjecturethat such graphs have to be planar; but we will exhibit a non-planar graph with metric dimension 2.Theorem 3.2 A graph G with �(G) = 2 cannot have K5 as a subgraph.Proof. Consider a graph G with K5 as a subgraph. Let the nodes of the subgraph be v1; : : : ; v5.Suppose two landmarks are su�cient forG. Since every pair of nodes in v1; : : : ; v5 are adjacent in G,by Proposition 1.1, the �rst coordinate of these nodes must be one of fy; y+1g for some integer y.Similarly the second coordinate of the nodes is one of fz; z+1g for some z. With these coordinates,there are only four distinct coordinates for the �ve nodes, thus making the con�gurations of thelandmarks invalid.Theorem 3.3 A graph G with �(G) = 2 cannot have K3;3 as a subgraph.Proof. Assume for contradiction that K3;3 is present as a subgraph and that there is a metric basisof size two. All nodes have been given distinct coordinates. Let the nodes of K3;3 be fv1; v2; v3gand fv4; v5; v6g with edges going across from one set of nodes to the other. Among these six nodes,let node v4 have the smallest �rst coordinate and have coordinates (a; b). Nodes fv1; v2; v3g mustall have �rst coordinate either a or a+ 1.1. Suppose all three are a+1. The second coordinates must be fb� 1; b; b+ 1g (in some order).This forces the second coordinates of nodes v5 and v6 to be b. There is no way to assigndistinct coordinates to nodes fv4; v5; v6g.2. Suppose all three are a. The second coordinates must be fb � 1; b; b+ 1g (in some order).There are two nodes with coordinates (a; b).3. Suppose nodes v1 and v2 have �rst coordinate a, and node v3 has �rst coordinate a + 1.Nodes v1 and v2 have their second coordinates fb�1; b+1g in some order. Clearly the secondcoordinate of nodes v5 and v6 is b. There is no way to assign distinct coordinates to nodesfv4; v5; v6g.4. Suppose node v1 has �rst coordinate a, and nodes v2 and v3 have �rst coordinate a+1. Nodev1 can be either (a; b+ 1) or (a; b� 1).(a) Node v1 = (a; b+ 1). Nodes v2 and v3 have to choose their second coordinates. Thechoices are fb; b� 1g or fb; b+ 1g or fb+ 1; b� 1g. We consider each case separately.(i) The second coordinate of v5 must be b. There is no choice for the �rst.(ii) In this case nodes v5 and v6 have to pick from fa; a+1g for the �rst coordinate andfb; b+ 1g for the second coordinate. Since there are a total of four distinct choicesand nodes v1; v2 and v3 have used up three of them we cannot assign coordinates tov5 and v6.(iii) The second coordinate of v5 must be b. There is no choice for the �rst.(b) Node v1 = (a; b� 1). Nodes v2 and v3 have to choose their second coordinates. Thechoices are fb; b� 1g or fb; b+ 1g or fb+ 1; b� 1g. We consider each case separately.5



(i) The choices for nodes v5 and v6 are fa; a+ 1g for the �rst coordinate and fb� 1; bgfor the second coordinate. Since there are a total of four distinct choices and nodesv1; v2 and v3 have used up three of them we cannot assign coordinates to nodes v5and v6.(ii) The second coordinate of v5 must be b. There is no choice for the �rst.(iii) The second coordinate of v5 must be b. The �rst coordinate is forced to be a + 1.There is no choice for node v6.Theorem 3.4 There are non-planar graphs with metric dimension 2.Proof. We give an example of a non-planar graph whose metric dimension is 2 (Fig. 2). It is easilyveri�ed that two landmarks are su�cient for this graph (place the landmarks on nodes u and v). AK5 homeomorph of the graph is shown using bold lines, thus showing that the graph is non-planar.
v1v2v3

v
u v5v4Figure 2: A non-planar graph with � = 2.The following theorem captures a few other properties of graphs with metric dimension 2.Theorem 3.5 Let G = (V;E) be a graph with metric dimension 2 and let fa; bg � V be a metricbasis in G. The following are true:1. There is a unique shortest path P between a and b.2. The degrees of a and b are at most 3.3. Every other node on P has degree at most 5.6



Proof. Suppose there were two shortest paths P1 and P2 between a and b. Consider the nodesnearest to a in which P1 and P2 di�er, i.e., distinct nodes u and v on the two shortest paths whichare both equidistant from a. It is easy to verify that u and v have exactly the same coordinates,contradicting the fact that the placement of landmarks on the nodes a and b is valid. Hence theshortest path between a and b is unique.Let the coordinates of a be (0; x). All neighbors of a have 1 as their �rst coordinate. Therefore,applying Proposition 1.1, the coordinates of the neighbors of a must be one of (1; x� 1), (1; x) or(1; x+ 1). Hence the degree of a is at most 3, and analogously for b.Consider any other node w on the shortest path between a and b. Let its coordinate be (p; q).Clearly p + q = x, the distance between a and b. The degree of w is at most 5 since there are nonodes with coordinates (p� 1; q � 1) or (p� 1; q) or (p; q � 1).The following theorem gives a lower bound on the diameter of a graph with metric dimension 2.Theorem 3.6 Let G = (V;E) be a graph with metric dimension 2. Let D be the diameter of G.Then jV j � D2 + 2 (and hence D = 
(pn)).Proof. Consider any valid con�guration of two landmarks on G. Since the diameter of G is D,each coordinate of G is an integer between 0 and D. Only the two nodes on which landmarks wereplaced have one coordinate 0. Each of the remaining nodes must get a unique coordinate from oneof D2 possibilities. Therefore G has at most D2 + 2 nodes.Remark: The bound on jV j above can be slightly re�ned based on some of the observations wemade earlier. The landmarks (nodes on which landmarks were placed) have degree at most 3; henceat most six nodes have one coordinate 1. Thus jV j � (D � 1)2 + 8.4 Approximating the metric dimension of a graphIn this section, we show that the metric dimension of a graph can be approximated in polynomialtime within a factor of O(logn). We show that there is an approximation preserving reductionfrom the problem of �nding �(G) to the set cover problem. We can then use the O(logn) factorapproximation algorithm for the set cover problem [3, 4] to obtain an approximation algorithm forthe metric dimension problem.Theorem 4.1 Given an arbitrary graph G = (V;E), �(G) can be approximated within a factor ofO(logn) in polynomial time.Proof. We construct an instance of the set cover problem from G. The intuition is that everypair of distinct nodes must be distinguished by some landmark. We can easily compute all thosepairs of nodes that are distinguished by placing a landmark on a given node. The metric dimensionproblem is that of �nding a set of nodes of minimum cardinality such that every pair of nodes isdistinguished by some node in this set.The elements of the universe (in the set cover problem) correspond to pairs of nodes of G,fu; vg : u 6= v. For each node v 2 V , we place the set of all pairs of nodes which are distinguishedby placing a landmark at v into a single subset Sv. Therefore there are �n2� elements and n subsetsin the set cover problem (jV j = n). It is easily veri�ed that there is a set cover of size k i� thereexists a metric basis of size k in G. Finding a set cover within a factor of O(logn) therefore yieldsthe same approximation for the metric dimension problem.7
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Appendix A NP-hardness in general graphsWe now show that the problem of �nding the metric dimension of an arbitrary graph is NP-hard.Theorem Appendix A.1 Given an arbitrary graph G = (V;E) and an integer k, deciding whether�(G) � k is NP-complete.Proof. The problem is clearly in NP. We give the NP-hardness proof by a reduction from 3-SAT.Consider an arbitrary input to 3-SAT, a formula F with n variables and m clauses. Let thevariables be x1; : : : ; xn and the clauses be C1; : : : ; Cm.For each variable xi we construct a gadget as follows (see Fig. 3):a2i b2ia1i b1iTi FiFigure 3: Gadget for a variableThe nodes Ti and Fi are the \true" and \false" ends of the gadget. The gadget is attached tothe rest of the graph only through these nodes.Suppose Cj = y1j _ y2j _ y3j , where ykj is a literal in clause Cj . For each such clause Cj weconstruct a gadget as follows (see Fig. 4).c1j c2j c3jc5jc4jFigure 4: Gadget for a clauseWe now show the connections between the clause and variable gadgets.If a variable xi occurs as a positive literal in clause Cj , we add the edges fTi; c1jg; fFi; c1jg andfFi; c3jg. If it occurs in Cj as a negative literal, we add the same edges, except we replace fFi; c3jgby fTi; c3jg. Fig. 5 shows the edges added thus corresponding to the clause Cj = x1 _ �x2 _ x3. Wecall these the truth testing edges.For all k such that neither xk nor �xk occur in Cj , add the following edges to the generatedgraph: fTk; c1jg; fTk; c3jg; fFk; c1jg; fFk; c3jg. The reason why these edges are added is that no matterwhat value is assigned to xk (corresponds to placing a landmark at an appropriate location), this9



F3F2F1T1 T2 T3c1j c4j c5jc2j c3jFigure 5: Clause Cj = x1 _ �x2 _ x3.gives identical coordinates to both c1j and c3j in the gadget corresponding to clause Cj. We callthese the neutralizing edges.Thus the graph G that is constructed from the formula F with n variables and m clauses has6n+ 5m nodes. The edges of G are variable gadget edges, clause gadget edges, truth testing edgesand neutralizing edges. It is clear that given F , G can be easily constructed in polynomial time.We will now prove that F is satis�able if and only if the metric dimension of G is exactly n+m.We will �rst note a few useful properties of G.Lemma Appendix A.2 Let xi be an arbitrary variable in F . In any metric basis, at least one ofthe nodes fa1i ; a2i ; b1i ; b2ig must have a landmark on it.Proof. Suppose none of these nodes has a landmark. Since these variables are not connectedto any node other than the ones shown in the variable gadget (Fig. 3), symmetry implies that a1iand a2i have exactly the same coordinates. This contradicts the statement of the lemma that theplacement of the landmarks is valid.Lemma Appendix A.3 Let Cj be an arbitrary clause in F . In any metric basis, at least one ofthe nodes fc4j ; c5jg must have a landmark on it.Proof. If there is no landmark on either of these nodes, due to symmetry, these two nodes haveexactly the same coordinates. This implies that the placement of landmarks is invalid.Corollary Appendix A.4 The metric dimension of G is at least m+ n.Lemma Appendix A.5 If F is satis�able, the metric dimension of G is m+ n.Proof. We know that the metric dimension is at least m + n. We now exhibit a metric basis ofsize m+ n based on a satisfying assignment of F .Fix a satisfying assignment for F . For each clause Cj , place a landmark on c4j . For each variablexi, if its value is true, place a landmark on a1i ; otherwise place a landmark on b1i .10



We now show that this is a metric basis. The only sets of nodes for which we need to showthat they have distinct coordinates are pairs of nodes of the form fc1j ; c3jg | end nodes of thesame clause gadget. For any other pair of nodes, it is easy to �nd a landmark which distinguishesbetween them.For any clause Cj , we show that c1j and c3j have di�erent coordinates if landmarks were placedbased on a satisfying assignment as above. Suppose Cj is satis�ed by the variable xi, a variableoccurring as a positive literal in Cj and has the value true in the assignment (the case when xioccurs as a negative literal in Cj and has the value false is symmetric). Corresponding to xi beingtrue, we placed a landmark on a1i . >From this landmark, c1j is at distance 2, while c3j is at distance3. Thus all nodes have distinct coordinates and therefore we have a metric basis of size m+ n.Lemma Appendix A.6 If the metric dimension of G is m+ n, then F is satis�able.Proof. Consider any metric basis of size m + n in G. By Lemmas Appendix A.2 and AppendixA.3, we know that in any metric basis, at least one landmark must be placed within each variableand each clause gadget. Since there are exactly m + n landmarks, there is exactly one landmarkper variable and one landmark per clause.We now set an assignment of the variables as follows. For each variable xi, if the landmark onits gadget is on either a1i or a2i , set xi to be true. Otherwise set xi to be false. We will now showthat this yields a satisfying assignment for F .Consider an arbitrary clause Cj . We will show that at least one of its literals is true. Themain idea is in tracing which landmark distinguishes between c1j and c3j and showing that thecorresponding variable assignment satis�es Cj .For each clause Ck, without loss of generality, one landmark is placed on c4k. If j = k, bothc1j and c3j are at distance 2 from c4k. If j 6= k, then due to the neutralizing edges c1j and c3j are atdistance 4 from c4k. Therefore none of these landmarks distinguish c1j from c3j .For any variable xp which does not occur in Cj , the landmark in the variable gadget of xp isat distance 2 from each of c1j and c3j . Therefore the only landmark that could distinguish betweenc1j and c3j must be on a variable xq which occurs in Cj . Due to the manner in which we haveadded truth testing edges, such a landmark distinguishes between the two nodes only if one of thefollowing two statements holds.1. xq occurs as a positive literal in Cj and a landmark is placed on either a1q or a2q ; in this casexq is set to true.2. xq occurs as a negative literal in Cj and a landmark is placed on either b1q or b2q; in this casexq is set to false.In either case, the setting of xq is such that it satis�es Cj.Lemmas Appendix A.5 and Appendix A.6 together complete the reduction from SAT to themetric dimension problem. This completes the proof of Theorem Appendix A.1.11


